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ABSTRACT. We consider the category   r   of generalized Lie groups.   A

generalized Lie group is a topological group G such that the set LG = Hom(R, G)

of continuous homomorphisms from the reals   R  into   G has certain Lie algebra

and locally convex topological vector space structures.   The full subcategory   rr

of f-bounded (r positive real number) generalized Lie groups is shown to be left

complete.   The class of locally compact groups is contained in   T.  Various prop-

erties of generalized Lie groups   G  and their locally convex topological Lie

algebras  LG = Horn (R, G)   are investigated.

1. Introduction. The category FT of finite dimensional Lie groups does

not admit arbitrary Cartesian products. Therefore we shall enlarge the category

£r to the category  T of generalized Lie groups introduced by K. Hofmann in

[ll]^1) The category T contains well-known subcategories, such as the category

of compact groups [11], the category of locally compact groups (see §5) and the

category of finite dimensional De groups.

The Lie algebra LG = Horn (R, G) of a generalized Lie group  G is a vital

and important device just as in the case of finite dimensional Lie groups. Thus

we consider the category  SI of locally convex topological Lie algebras (§2). The

full subcategory Í2r of /--bounded locally convex topological Lie algebras of £2

is roughly speaking the family of all objects on whose open semiballs of radius r

the Campbell-Hausdorff formula holds. The full subcategory  rr  of generalized

Lie groups of T with Lie algebras in Í2r is considered in  §5. We show that

Í2r and  Tr are left complete" in  §3  and   §5  respectively. As a consequence

the class of locally compact groups is contained in  T and any locally compact

group has a Lie algebra associated with it.  In  §4, several basic properties of

generalized Lie groups are investigated.  A closed subgroup of a generalized Lie

group is proved to be a generalized Lie group.  However, a closed subgroup of a

Banach Lie group in the sense of [1], [7], [8] and [13] is not always a Banach
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Lie group.  Thus, within the category of topological groups, T has certain ad-

vantages not shared by the category of Banach Lie groups in the sense of [1],

[7], [8] and [13] as generalizations of finite dimensional Lie groups.  A R-quo-

tient H of a topological group  G is a quotient group of G such that the in-

duced map from Horn (R, G) to  Horn (R, H) is subjective.  A R-quotient of a

generalized Lie group is a generalized Lie group.  Any closed normal subgroup H

of a generalized Lie group  G has its Lie algebra LH being a closed ideal of

LG.   In  §6, we consider covering groups of generalized Lie groups.  Let G be

a connected and locally arcwise connected (Hausdorff) topological group.  Then

G is a generalized Lie group if and only if any covering group  G of G is a

generalized Lie group. Let G be a connected abelian Lie group. Then Hom(R, G)

is the universal covering group of G. Thus, every connected abelian Lie group is

the quotient B/D of a Banach space £ by a discrete subgroup D.

The authors are grateful to the referee for numerous valuable suggestions

and corrections of their original manuscript.

2. Locally convex topological Lie algebras.  Let £  be a real Lie algebra.

Consider the Campbell-Hausdorff formula

y (- ir + '(ad x)Pl(ady)Ql • • • (adx)Pm(ad^)gm~V

X ° y      m>u7;+qi>l ' *(Pi + *W,W)
(*) 1=1,•••,»!

= x + v + ̂ [x, y] +fe[x, [x,y]] +•••

of the universal enveloping algebra UL   of   £.    Let   DL    denote the set

{(x,>')G£X£|xo^G£}.

Definition 1. A Lie algebra £ is a locally convex topological Lie algebra

if there is a family of seminorms   {I   \¡\iEI}   defining a locally convex Haus-

dorff vector space topology of £  such that for each   i E I, \[x, y]\¡ <

Gflxlj-lvlj-  for some C¡ > 0 and DL  contains a convex set K suchthat

(x, y) E K implies x ° y converges uniformly and absolutely on K.

Remark 1.  Let £  be a Lie algebra and  I  I aseminormon£ satisfying

|[x, v] | < C|x| \y\. Let K - {(x, y) G £ X £| |x| + |v|< (log 2)/C}. Then

the Campbell-Hausdorff series is a uniform Cauchy series on K relative to the

uniform structure determined by  I  |.

Definition 2.  A Lie algebra £ is a Banach Lie algebra if £ is a Banach

space such that  |[x, v] I < CM \y\  for some O 0.

Proposition 1. Every Banach Lie algebra is a locally convex topological

Lie algebra.

Proof. Let £ be a Banach Lie algebra and   N = {x E B\\x\ <
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(log 2)/2C}, K = NXN.  By Remark 1, for each (x, y) G K, x ° y converges

uniformly and absolutely on convex set K.

Let BQ. and  £2  denote the category of Banach Lie algebras with continu-

ous Lie algebra homomorphisms and the category of locally convex topological

Lie algebras with continuous Lie algebra homomorphisms, respectively.  From

Proposition 1, Bi~l is contained in £2  fully.  Let Lx   and L2  be two objects

in £2 with families of seminorms  {I  |/}  and   {I  \j }  of the same index set

/ respectively.  An isometrical Lie algebra homomorphism  V: Lx—* L2  isa

Lie algebra homomorphism such that  |x|* = \V(x)\? for all x G Lx   and i G L

Lx   is said to be a subobject of L2  if there exists an isometrical Lie algebra

monomorphism from Lx   to L2.  Lx   is said to be a closed subobject of L2

if the image under monomorphism is closed in L2. Consequently, we have the

following immediate result.

Proposition 2. // L G |£2| and Lx   is a closed Lie subalgebra of L,

then Lx   with relative topology is a subobject of L in  £2.

Proposition 3. £2 is left complete.

Proof.   It suffices to show that  £2 has equalizers and products of small

families of objects in £2.  Suppose  4>, ̂ :L—^L' in £2.  Let E= {xG£|$(x)

= Sf'fx)} which is a closed Lie subalgebra of L. By Proposition 2, £ is in  £2  and

consequently, the inclusion map i: £ —► L is the equalizer of $, ^  in  £2.

Suppose that   {Z,a|aGyl}  is a family of objects in  £2.  For each a G A,

let  Ka   be the convex set in D¿    such that for (xa, ya) G Ka, xa ° ya  con-

verges uniformly and absolutely on Ka. Let  flaGALa  be the product of

{La\aGA}  in the category of topological Lie algebras.  For each a G A, let

{I   la'/e^cJ   be the family of seminorms defining the topology of Z,a.  Then

the product topology on  UaeALa  is determined by the family of seminorms

Uae^il   \'JfeJJ-  For each element  (xa)a(=A   in  fla(=ALa, \(xa)aeA \'ß is

defined to be  \Xß\'ß for ßGA  and j'GJß.  Let K = TlaŒAKa  which can be

identified with a subset in  Tla^ALa X Tla(EALa. With the product topology on

na&4¿a, x ° y  converges uniformly and absolutely on K for each (x, y) G K.

Clearly A" is a convex set and the proof is completed.

Proposition 4.  Suppose that L is a closed ideal of a locally convex

topological Lie algebra L' in  £2.   77ie« the quotient Lie algebra L'/L is in £2.

Proof.   Let   {I   \t\i G 7}  be the family of seminorms defining the locally

convex topology of L'  and q: L'—*-L'/L be the quotient map.  The quotient

topology on L'/L is a locally convex topology determined by a family of semi-

norms   {||  H,- |i G 7}  which is defined as for each i GI and i7(x) G L'/L,

\\q(x)\\¡ = inf {\y\¡\q(y) = q(x)} (see [22]).  Let K be the convex set in DL>
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such that for (x, y) E K, x ° y  converges uniformly and absolutely.  It is clear

that the set

K' = {(q(x), q(y)) G £'/£ X £7£|(x, y) E K]

is convex and for (q(x), q(y)) E K', q(x) ° q(y)  converges uniformly and

absolutely on K.'.

3. The category Of.

Definition 3.  For each r E R+, the category Clr  of r-bounded locally

convex topological Lie algebras is the full subcategory of Í2  consisting of objects

£  such that the convex set K in DL  contains the set

{(x, y) E L X £| |x|,. < r, \y\t < r for all  i E I}.

Proposition 5.  // Lx   is a closed Lie subalgebra of L2  which is in  Çlr,

then Lx   is in  Í2r.

Theorem 1.  Í2r is left complete for each rGR+.

Proof. From Propositions 3 and 5, it follows that Of has equalizer. Also

it is an immediate consequence of Proposition 3 that  S2r has products.

Corollary 1. For each r E R+, the forget ful functor  U: S2r—► Í2

preserves limits.

A. Generalized Lie groups.  Let  G be a topological group.  The space

Horn (R, G)  of all continuous homomorphisms from the reals R into  G has a

scalar multiplication defined by r • x(s) = x(rs) for xGHom(R, G)  and

r, s ER. We define a map exp: Horn(R, G)—+ G by exp(x) = x(l).

Definition 4.  A topological group  G is called a generalized Lie group

if £G = Hom(R, G) is a locally convex topological Lie algebra (see Definition 1)

such that

(1) The map exp: £G —► G is continuous,

(2) The scalar multiplication of the Lie algebra LG is the scalar multipli-

cation of Horn (R, G),

(3) exp(x +y) = lim„_^00(exp(x/n) • exp(y/n))n,

(A) exp[x, v] =lim„^«1(exp(x/n)-expO/n)- exp(-x/n) • exp(-y/n))" ,

(5) exp (x ° y) = exp x • exp v, for (x, y) G K (of Definition 1).

Definition 5.  A topological group  G is'called a Lie group if LG =

Horn (R, G)  is a Banach Lie algebra (see Definition 2) such that

(1) The map exp: Hom(R, G) —> G is continuous,

(2) The scalar multiplication of LG is the scalar multiplication of Hom(R, G),

(3) There is an open ball N around   0   in   Horn (R, G)   such that

expiry-: N—► exp N is a homeomorphism onto an open neighborhood of the

identity in  G,
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(4) On the ball N of (3), the Campbell-Hausdorff multiplication is defined

as a continuous function from N X N —+ LG such that exp (x ° y) =

exp x • exp y.

Definition 6.  A generalized Lie group (Lie group) morphism ip is a

topological group morphism  </>: G —> G'  such that  Hom(R, ip): Hom(R, G) —►

Hom(R G') defined by Hom(R, tp)(x) = tp • x is a topological Lie algebra morphism.

For simplicity, we shall denote  Horn (R, tp)  by  ip in the sequel.

Remark 3.  Let ¡p: G —> G'  be a generalized Lie group morphism. We

have the following commutative diagram

Hom(R, G) +. Hom(R, G')

exp

t   G

exp

Let  T and BY denote respectively the category of generalized Lie groups with

generalized Lie group morphisms, and the category of Lie groups and Lie group

morphisms. We have the following immediate result.

Proposition 7. Let G be a generalized Lie group. Any closed subgroup

H of G is a generalized Lie group.

Proof.   Let <p: H —» G be the inclusion of topological groups.  Then

ip: Horn (R, H) —► Horn (R, G) is a one to one map and we have the following

commutative diagram:

Hom(R, H)
v

->   Horn (R, G)

exp

y

H

exp

.Y G

We shall show that for x, y G Horn (R, 77), there exists z G Horn (R, H) such

that  <p(z) = y(x) + <p(y).  For notational convenience, let  <p(x) = x    and

<P(y) = y~- We have

exp(x +y) = lim (exp(x/n) • exp(y/n))" = lim(¿>(exp(x/«)) • <p(exp(y/n)))"

= lim (ip(exp (x/n) • exp (y/n)))n.

Since H is closed, we have lim (exp (x/n) • exp(y/n))n  in H.  Define z:
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R—■* H by z(r) = lim (exp (rx/n) • exp(ry/n))n. Then z(r + s) = z(r) • z(s).

In fact

<p(z(r + s)) = Urn (<¿(exp ((r + s)/n)x)) • i/<exp ((r + s)/n)y)n

= exp ((r + s)x + (r + s)J) = exp (r(x + y) + s(x + y))

= <p(z(r)) - <p(z(s)) = <p(z(r) • z(s)).

Also we have ip(z) = x + y.  Since ip(z): R —* G is continuous which is <p • z,

we have that z is a continuous group homomorphism. Hence z E Hom(R, H).

Similarity, Horn (R, H) can be shown to be closed under the bracket operation

[  ,  ]   and ip is a Lie algebra homomorphism.  Equipped with relative topology,

Horn (R, H) is a locally convex topological Lie algebra and consequently £f" is

a generalized Lie group.

The following example shows that there exists a closed subgroup of a Lie

group which is not a Lie group. However from the Proposition 7, it is a generalized

Lie group.

Example.   Let G be the additive group of the Banach space   £ =

£2([0, 1],X) with Lebesgue measure  X.  Then G is an abelian Lie group with

Lie algebra £.   Let H be the subgroup of all £2-functions/: [0,1] —»-Zwith

integer values. Then H is a closed, arcwise connected subgroup of G without

any nondegenerate one-parameter subgroup.  Hence H is not a Lie group.

The functor Horn (R, -) from the category of topological groups to the

category of sets which takes a topological group  G  to the set of continuous

homomorphisms from  R to  G does not preserve surjectivity in general.  Thus,

we shall introduce the concept of R-quotient.

Definition 7. A surjective topological group homomorphism </>: G —> H

is said to be R-surjective if ip is surjective.

Examples. (1) Any surjective compact group homomorphism is R-surjec-

tive [11]. (2) Any surjective finite dimensional Lie group homomorphism is

R-surjective.

Definition 8.  If y: G —*■ H is R-surjective in the category of (Hausdorff)

topological groups then H is called a R-quotient of G.

Proposition 8. // H is a closed normal subgroup of a generalized Lie

group, then  Horn (R, H) is a closed ideal of Horn (R, G).

Proof.  According to Proposition 1,H is a generalized Lie group. We

need to prove that for each v G Horn (R, H), and x G Horn (R, G),   [x, y] E

Horn (R, H). Observe that

/ \"2I     x       y        — x — y \
exp [x, y] = lim I exp - • exp - • exp — • exp — 1
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is an element of H, by the normality of H.  Moreover

[x,y] (r) = expr[x,.y]

,.   /     \frx yfiy -y/rx -y/ry\"   _„,     ,.   _„
= lim I exp x— • exp -— • exp —— • exp —— I    G H for all r G R.

Thus   [x, y\ G Hom(R, H).  Let y: H —*■ G be the inclusion map.  Suppose   M

is a net in Horn (R, H) such that <p(h¡) converges to x in Horn (R, G). Then

exp(ip(W)) is a net in G which converges to exp(x) = x(l).  However

exp(tp(W)) = v?(exp(W))  and H is closed subgroup of G, we have x(l)GH.

Now for each r G R, the scalar multiplication of Lie algebra r:  Horn (R, 77) —►

Hom(R, 77) is continuous.  Hence r(N) is a net in Hom(R, H) and ¡p(r(h¡))

converges to rx in Hom(R, G).  Consequently, rx(l) G H.  Hence x(r)GH.

It follows that x G Hom(R, H).

Proposition 9. yl«.y  R-quotient of a generalized Lie group is a generalized

Lie group.

Proof. Suppose  Q is a R-quotient of G and q. G —* Q is a surjective

homomorphism.  Let 7/ be the kernel of q  which is a closed normal subgroup

of G.   By Proposition 8, Hom(R, 77) is a closed ideal of Lie algebra Hom(R,G).

Since q  is R-quotient, we have the exact sequence

0 —► Horn (R, H) -+ Horn (R, G) —► Horn (R, Q) —► 0.

With quotient topology on Horn (R, Q), it is a locally convex topological Lie

algebra, by Proposition 4.  Since  exp • q = q • exp  which is continuous, we

have exp: Hom(R, Q) —* Q is continuous due to the quotient topology of

Horn (R, Q). The remaining is to verify the conditions (3), (4), (5) in Definition 4.

exp(c?(x)+ q(y)) = exp(q(x +y)) = q(exp(x +y))

= q(\im(exp(x/n) • exp(y/n))n) = lim(p(exp(x/«) • exp(y/«))")

= lim (exp (x/n) • exp(y/n))n.

Similarly, (4) holds.  For (5), we have for (q(x), q(y)) in the convex set con-

tained in ¿>Hom<R,ß).

exp(q(x) » q(y)) = exp(q(x ° y)) = <z(exp(x ° y))

= <¡f(exp(x) • expOO) = exp(<f(x) • q(y)).

This completes the proof of Proposition 9.

Proposition 10. V is left complete.
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Proof. Since the functor Hom(R, -) from the category of topological

groups to the category of sets preserves limits and by Proposition 3, one can

easily check  T has equalizers and products. Hence T is left complete.

5. The category f.

Definition 9.  A generalized Lie group  G is said to be r-bounded if

£G = Hom(R, G) is in   |i2r|, for rGR+.

We denote by  l"*  the full subcategory of r-bounded generalized Lie groups

of T, for r E R+   we have the following immediate result.

Proposition 11. Every Lie group G is in   \rr\ for some r E R+.

Theorem 2. For each r E R, rr is left complete.

Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 10 and Theorem 1.

Definition 10.  Let H and G be generalized Lie groups. H is called a

generalized Lie subgroup of G if H is a topological subgroup of G  and

Hom(R, H) is a subobject of Hom(R, G) in  £2.

Corollary 2. A generalized Lie subgroup H of an r-bounded general-

ized Lie group G is r-bounded.

Since every continuous group homomorphism x: R —► G  from  R into

a topological group  G has its image x(R) contained in the identity component

of G which is a topological group denoted by  G0, we have the following

immediate result.

Proposition  12. Let G be a topological group and G0  its identity

component.   Then the following statements are equivalent.

(1) G0 is a generalized Lie group (r-bounded),

(2) G is a generalized Lie group (r-bounded).

Furthermore,

(l1) G0  is a Lie group and open in  G,

(2') G is a Lie group
*

are equivalent.

Proposition 13. Every locally compact group is a l-bounded generalized

Lie group.

Proof.   By Proposition 12, it suffices to show that its identity component

is a l-bounded generalized Lie group.  Let  U be an arbitrary neighborhood of

the identity in a connected locally compact topological group  G.  By Theorem

4.6 of [18], there exists in  U a compact normal subgroup H such that G/H

has no small subgroup.  Hence  Hom(R, G/H) is a finite dimensional Banach Lie

algebra and exp: Hom(R, G/£0 —► G/H is continuous. Moreover there is an
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open ball N = {x E Hom(R G/H)\ \\x\\ < r}   on which exp is homeomorphic and

exp (TV) is open in G/H and (x, y)EK = NX N, x o y  converges uniformly

and absolutely, exp(x ° y) = exp(x) • exp(j).  Now we define a new norm I  |

on Hom(R, G/H) as  |x| = r~ ' ||x||   for every x G Hom(R, G/H) which is equiv-

alent to  ||  ||. With norm  |   I  on Hom(R, G/H), the  exp: Hom(R G/H) —*■

G/H is still continuous and on the ball N' = {x E Hom(R, G/H)\ |x| < 1}, exp

is homeomorphic.  Moreover, for  (x, y) E K' = N' X ./V', x ° y  converges uni-

formly and absolutely and  exp(x ° v) = exp(x) • exp(y).  Consequently, G/H

is a l-bounded (generalized) Lie group.  It is well known that  G can be topo-

logically identified with a closed subgroup of n^^G/Z/o,  where   {Ha\a E A]

is the family of all such compact normal subgroups of G [18].  Consequently by

Theorem 2, Proposition 7 and Corollary 2, G is a l-bounded generalized Lie

group.

Corollary 3. Any compact group is a l-bounded generalized Lie group.

6.  Covering groups of generalized Lie groups.  Let  G be a connected and

locally arcwise connected topological group and (G, G, it) be a covering space

of G.   Then G is a topological group and 7r is an open continuous homomor-

phism from  G  onto  G with discrete kernel D.   Moreover D  is contained in

the center of G. We shall show in this section that any covering group  G  of a

connected, locally arcwise connected generalized Lie group is a generalized Lie

group. On the other hand, when G is a finite dimensional connected abelian

Lie group in the classical sense, LG, the Lie algebra associated to G, is the uni-

versal covering group of G which is isomorphic to  R"   where  n  is the dimen-

sion of G.   Consequently, G is isomorphic to a quotient of R"   with respect to

the addition of R".  It follows that  G  is isomorphic to   r X R"'™   where

0 < m < n  and  Tm  is a nz-dimensional torus. We shall extend the above result

to those connected Lie groups G with Hom(R, G) being abelian Banach Lie algebras

which will be called connected abelian Lie groups.  It turns out that a connected

abelian Lie group is abelian in the group theoretic sense. Moreover Hom(R G)

is shown to be the universal covering group of G.  Consequently every connected

abelian Lie group is the quotient B/D of a Banach space £ where D is a dis-

crete subgroup of £.  Thus we get a characterization of connected abelian Lie

groups.

We first show two lemmas which are needed in the proof of Theorem 3.

Let Ce(R, G)  denote the space of continuous functions / from R to the

topological group G  such that /(0) = e, the identity of G, with the topology

of pointwise convergence which is the relativized topology of the product topol-

ogy on GR.

Lemma 1.   Let G with identity "e   be a covering group of a topological
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group G.   Then the map 8: Ce(R, G) —► C~(R, G) defined by 8(f) =f   is

continuous where f   is the unique lift of / G Ce(R, G).

Proof.   Let  V be an open set around 8(f). We wish to find  U open

in Ce(R, G) around / such that 8(U) G V.   Since 8(f) G V, there exists an

open set  W containing 8(f) suchthat  W is of the form  W = {g: R—* G\

g(0) = 'e   and g(ri)GWi for a neighborhood  W¡ of 6(f)(r¡) in G and for

finitely many r¡ G R}. We may choose   W such that each  W¡ is homeomorphic

to n(W¡) where  n is the covering map from G to  G.  Note that 8~1(W) =

{«: R —► G\h(0) = e, h(r¡) G n(W¡)}. Then 8~l(W) is open in Ce(R, G) and

8(8-\W))GV.

Lemma 2. Let G be a connected and locally arcwise connected topological

group and (G, G, n) be a covering group of G.   Then there is a one to one

correspondence between  Hom(R G) and Hom(R, G).

Proof.   Define  W: Hom(R G) —> Hom(R G) as ñ(f) = n ' fi By the

unique lifting property, ñ is one to one. Now for each /G Hom(R, G), the

unique lifting /   of / is a continuous group homomorphism due to the fact
ft*

that / is a local homomorphism and R is simply connected.  Hence  ñ is onto.

Theorem 3.   7,er G be a connected and locally arcwise connected Haus-

dorff topological group.   Then the following are equivalent.

(1) G is a generalized Lie group.

(2) Any covering group (G, G, n) of G is a generalized Lie group.

Proof. (2) => (1).  Suppose that (G, G, n) is a covering group of G.

By Lemma 2, G is a R-quotient of  G.   Consequently, by Proposition 9,

if  G   is generalized Lie, so is  G.

(1) => (2).  Suppose that G is a generalized Lie group and (G, G, n) is a

covering group of G   By Lemma 2, the map ¥: Hom(R, G) —* Hom(R, G) is

bijective. We shall give a topological Lie algebra structure on the set Horn (R, G)

such that W is a homeomorphic Lie algebra isomorphism.  Consequently,

Hom(R, G) is a locally convex topological Lie algebra. We shall then show that

the map exp: Hom(R, G)—*G   is continuous. Note that we have exp • ñ-

n • exp.  For x G Hom(R G) and an open set  V containing x (1) in  G, we

wish to find a neighborhood  U of x  such that exp(U) C V.   Since n is a

covering map, there is an open neighborhood  W of x(l) such that  W C V

and  W is homeomorphic to n(W) which is an open neighborhood of 7rx(l).

Consequently  U=ñ~l • exp~1(n(W)) is an open neighborhood of x  in

Hom(R, G) and exp(CT) C V.  We now show
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exp (x + y~) = lim ( exp ^ • exp -
n

and

X y X y' \ n

exp([x, y]) = lim (exp - • exp - • exp - - • exp - -

Define functions (x/n • y/nf: R -+ G as (x/n • y/n)n(r) - ((x/nXr) ■ (y/")to)"

for each r G R and each n G Z+  which are continuous functions.  Similarity,

define continuous functions (x/n • y/ri)n: R —*■ G by (x/n • y/n)"(r) =

(x/n)(r) • (y/n)(r) for each rCR and each nEZ+. Since

lim (exp x/n • exp y/n)n = exp(x + v),

we have for each r G R, lim (exp rx/n • exp ry/n)" = exp(rx + ry) which is

lim((x/n)(r) • (y/n)(r)) = (x + y)(r).  Consequently, the sequence of continuous

functions  {(x/n • y/n)n}   converges pointwise to x + y.  By Lemma 1, the

sequence of continuous functions   {(Sc'/n • y/n)"}   converges pointwise to

x + jT.  In particular, lim ((x/n) (1) • (^/n)(l))" = (x +y)(l) holds, which

says

lim (exp x/n • exp y/nf = exp(x~ +y).

Similarly, we can show

n2

exp ([x, y] ) = lim (exp f • exp £ • exp Í - f j- exp í- ^

Finally, we show over some convex set K, (x,y)EK implies x" ° 5^ converges

uniformly and absolutely and expi^x" ° y) = exp x" • exp y.  Let K be the

convex set in Hom(R G) X Hom(R, G)  such that for (x, y) E K, x ° y  con-

verges uniformly and absolutely and exp(x ° v) = exp x • exp v.  Then K =

{(x, y) G Hom(R, G)| (ñ(x), H(y)) EK}  is a convex set and for (x,y)EK,

x' ° y   converges uniformly and absolutely.  Let  U be a neighborhood of e

in G such that  U is homeomorphic to the connected component  U of

iT~l(U) containing e'.  Furthermore, we can find a symmetric neighborhood

W in  U such that  WW C U and  WW C U.  Since  W is a neighborhood of

e", exp-1 (IV) is a neighborhood of 0 in Hom(R, G) which contains a basic

neighborhood of 0,

V = {x G Hom(R, G)| Iff(x )|fc < rk for finitely many k EI}.

Consequently exp (F) C W.  Let ^T = K n (F X F)  which is a convex set.  For

(x,y^)EK,x°y'   converges uniformly and absolutely and
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exp x • exp y G W • W G U   and

exp x • exp y = 7r_1(exp x • exp y) = 7r-1(exp(x ° y)).

On the other hand, since  exp(x ° y) = n(exp(x ° y)) G U and x ° y   passes

through 2", we conclude that expire" » y)GU.   Consequently,

exp (if ° y1) = exp x • exp y".

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.

Corollary 3. If G is a connected and locally arcwise connected r-

bounded generalized Lie group, then any covering group of G is a t-bounded

generalized Lie group for some t G R+.

Theorem 4. Let G be a connected abelian Lie group; i.e., Hom(R, G)

is an abelian Lie algebra.   Then Hom(R, G) is the universal covering group of G.

Proof. Since a Lie group  G has a neighborhood of the identity e which

is homeomorphic to a ball around  0 in Hom(R, G), G is locally arcwise simply

connected.  Consequently, the universal covering group (G, G, n) of G exists.

Since exp: Hom(R, G) —► G is continuous, we have a unique lifting <p:

Hom(R, G) —► G such that the following diagram commutes.

Hom(R,

Since  G is an abelian Lie group, we have

x ° y = x + y for all x, y G Hom(R, G).

Moreover there is a ball N around 0 in Hom(R, G) homeomorphic to

exp(N) and for x, y G N, exp x • exp y = exp(x ° y) = exp(x + y).  Hence

exp is a local homomorphism.  It follows that  exp  is a homomorphism which

is due to the fact that Hom(R G) is a simply connected group with respect to

the addition.  Since (G, G, n) is a covering group of G, there is an open neigh-

borhood  U of e in  G homeomorphic to an open neighborhood  U of e~

in   G.    It follows that    U n exp (TV)   is a neighborhood of   e   and

W= U(~x n~l(exp(N) n £/) is a neighborhood of   e"   in   G.   Moreover

exp-1 • îrlfl,: W—*■ N is a local homomorphism.  Since  G is simply connected,

)

exp

>G

\L   Tt
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exp 1 • n\w can be extended to a continuous global group homomorphism ip:

G —► Hom(R, G). Since ip • <p and <p • ip are local identity maps, we con-

clude ipxp' = 1, ipV = I-  Consequently, Hom(R, G) is the universal covering of G

Corollary 4. Every connected abelian Lie group is an abelian group and is

the quotient B/D of a Banach space B by a discrete subgroup D with respect

to the addition.
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